Another Bail-In, Another False Flag, A Darker Agenda Smell

We've all heard Bill Gates prattling away about "useless eaters" ---- the elderly, the impaired, the bulging Baby Boomer Generation demanding (and owed) expensive health care, the poor, the colored, the people who don't "fit" his vision of reality.

Does it really surprise us that his Foundation financed the development of the novel Corona Virus? And that he and the UN had a practice session for all this in October? That the Queen's Pirbright Institute was also involved and that her company, Qinetiq, Inc., owns the patents to both the virus and the vaccine?

No, none of this is surprising.

Does it surprise us (anymore) that the moment that the Federal Reserve balked at issuing more "Federal Reserve Notes" at the tune of billions per week being injected into the already grossly overvalued stock market, the magical "here it is, there it's gone" Corona Virus appeared and poof! All the value of that "injected money" ---- 6000 points worth ---- was siphoned away into the ethersphere like a David Copperfield magic trick?

And now the Fed has been forced to reduce the long term interest rate on Treasury Bonds to almost nothing --- a quarter of a percent pay off in ten years. Boy, wouldn't you just line up to buy those investments?

But there are, I fear, even worse things afoot.

While Q Anon is hopefully promising that this is a smoke screen for some big move by the military to clean up the criminality on a worldwide basis and estimating all sorts of big time arrests and prosecutions ---- the real smoke is hiding the stock market collapse and the loss of value of U.S. Treasury Bonds.

There is one other shoe to drop, and that is paring down the long term expenses of the corporation now running things in DC --- and that could only be accomplished by killing innocent Americans, and who better to kill than old people who are past their working prime and just sitting around on their butts uselessly eating?

And what better excuse, than some terrible disease that they are especially vulnerable to?

If you are above 60 and have a temperature of 99.6 you are supposed to go turn yourself in to the Virus Police to be tested. They don't tell you that the tests are rigged and turning out 50% "False Positive" results. And then, conveniently, they blandly announce that FEMA is here to help ---- since when?
FEMA, with its FEMA camps. Herd up all the vulnerable elderly, just like they did in that nursing home in Seattle, and, safely out of sight in their “quarantined” concentration camps, kill them with injections of "medicine" and "vaccines".

That's why the actual government of this country is saying three things: (1) We are not under any "National Emergency"; (2) as the Queen and Bill Gates caused this problem, the Queen and Bill Gates can pay for it -- don't put it on our bill, thanks; (3) in thirty (30) days we will surely kill all SARS and similar viruses, including the CV and do it in such a way that there is never another outbreak.

We are profoundly disgusted by this entire Dog and Pony Show and disappointed with Mr. Trump and his Administration that they have so far allowed and aligned themselves with it.

We hold the Pope and the Queen personally and commercially liable for the harm they have caused to our States and People.

Our elderly are not subject to any forced testing, vaccination, or quarantine. Neither is any other American State National or American State Citizen. Our elderly are staying home as much as possible anyway and have clearly marked their homes and other property.

We do not recognize any Martial Law pertaining to any State Assembly or any authority for any Special Admiralty Court operating in any State wherein an Assembly is provided.

The U.S. Military and the respective National Guard Units will be held accountable for any harm done to any American Senior.
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